Airline Organisational Solutions
Airline management is under constant pressure to review its organisation to ensure that it
remains at its most efficient.
A fresh look into the organisation by experienced and operational managers can provide
airline management with an alternative and unbiased view.
Reliance Aerospace Solutions (Relaer) has reviewed organisations and performed
turnarounds in airlines.

Airline Management

Airline Technical Organisation Review

Relaer has provided a CEO, from its own
staff, to successfully turnaround an airline.

Relaer has performed an analysis of an airline’s
Technical Division with a review of staffing and
cost levels and decisions on ‘make or buy’.

Airline Operational Reviews

Airline Hangar Efficiency Review

Relaer has reviewed an airline’s Performance
Engineering department and provided advice
on the organisation as well as Cost Index and
Fuel Tankering.

Relaer has provided an airline advice on how to
improve its hangar production efficiency with a
view to becoming an MRO provider.

Performed Operational and Safety audits.

Airline Cost Reduction
Relaer has participated in reviewing the
synergies between several airlines belonging to
the same group with a view to reduce costs in all
areas of operation, including ground handling
services agreements, catering etc...

Contact us anytime for more information
Email: reb@relaer.aero

Web : www.relaer-d.aero

TUIfly is constantly seeking for means of cost,
quality and reliability improvements. Sometimes
you need an external partner to discuss pros
and cons and to confirm that you are still on
track. Therefore we hired the services of
Reliance Aerospace Solutions to perform 2
projects. The first project consisted of reviewing
the organisational structure of the Technical
Division and the second consisted on the
optimisation of the structure. The projects were
accomplished in a professional and timely
manner and indicated a good knowledge and
understanding of the operation of a technical
division in an airline.
The reports and
presentations were well prepared and easy to
understand. At the end it gave us a profound
idea on how to continue with the Technical
Division at TUIfly.
Thanks a lot for all the good discussions we had.
Claus-Peter Suelflow
Director Technical Services
TUIfly

